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THE SINO-INDIAN MARITIME SECURITY DILEMMA IN THE BAY
OF BENGAL: NON-COOPERATION VS BILATERALISM?
Md. Ali Siddiquee

Abstract:
A complex, multi-layered maritime security dilemma persists between India and China
regarding the maritime security issues in the Bay of Bengal. Chinese and Indian defensive
and offensive actions are characterized by complex historical and political enmity, and the
maritime dilemma has resulted from a lack of understanding of each other’s intents. The
dilemma has the potential to spiral out of control and spread to other littoral actors, making
it a cascading one, in the Bay of Bengal. The dilemma will result in breaking out more
aggressive and frequent clashes and even war where these powers, and the littorals may tempt
to take it into the maritime realms. This monograph shows why the dilemma exists in the first
place with the help of defensive realism, a subvariant of the neorealist school of thought in
international relations theories. The monograph argues, with the help of a variant of the game
theory, namely prisoner’s dilemma, that they are less likely to cooperate with each other on
maritime security issues, rather pursue the littorals separately to be in strategic alliances with
an aim to balance off each other’s influences in the region.
Keywords: Security Dilemma, Sino-Indian Maritime Security Dilemma, Defensive Realism, Bay of
Bengal, Game Theory, Non-cooperation, Bilateralism.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Bay of Bengal (BOB), a part of the northeastern Indian Ocean region (IOR), is the
largest bay in the world (Biswas 2020;
Brewster 2014). The Bay has been significant
in shaping the socio-economic, political and
cultural histories of the nations it hosted. It
forms the epicentre of the idea of the IndoPacific where the interests of the East and
South Asia converges (Brewster 2016 p.303).
Amrith (2013, p.5) noted that the bay has
become a theatre for strategic competition
“over energy resources, shipping lanes, and
cultural influences” among rising Asian
powers. The climate change and related crisis
will lead the region of more than half a billion
people into an intra-Asian competition between
India and China (Amrith 2013). More intense
and interstate wars will break out over scarce

resources than over political influences
between them (Venkatshamy 2013; Chellaney
2010; U. P. Singh 2016).
It was reduced to a “strategic backwater by the
British in the early decades of the 19th century”
(Mohan and Baruah 2017). The region was a
neglected part of South Asia and it was not
given strategic attention compared to East
Asia, West Asia, or the Middle East (Brewster
2014). Considering it as a strategic backwater
has become an obsolete idea in this century, as
it is a physical and economic connector
between the Indo-Pacific region and its
strategic significance is continually growing
(Gupta 2010; Brewster 2016). Kaplan (cited in
Brewster 2016, p.294) noted that “…the BOB
is starting to become whole again and is
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returning to the centre of history… No one
interested in geopolitics can afford to ignore the
Bay any longer”. The infrastructural projects in
the BOB region sponsored by major powers are
“accompanied by considerable competition for
political and strategic influence” (Brewster
2016, p.295). The region has become a
potential ground for strategic competition and
conflict among the rising powers like China
and India and comparatively weaker littorals
like Bangladesh, Myanmar, Sri Lanka
(Brewster 2014).

Despite China and India having common
interests and threats, they do not engage in
bilateral security cooperation in South Asia (K.
Mukherjee 2018). However, they cooperate
with littorals bilaterally on strategic issues to
change the strategic balance in their favour in
the BOB. Therefore, a research puzzle existswhy they do not cooperate bilaterally with each
other, rather prefer bilateral cooperation
separately with the littorals over maritime
security issues in the BOB. The hypothesis
posits, while they do not engage in bilateral
strategic cooperation, both have actively
engaged in bilateral strategic cooperation with
other littorals separately, i.e. Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka, and Myanmar etc., due to a historic
security dilemma. As a way to reduce the
severity of the security dilemma, they prefer to
shift the strategic balance in their favour
through
selling
submarines,
coastal
surveillance radar system, etc. and enter into
agreements over the defence and maritime
security cooperation. These measures again
result in further cycles of security competition
and insecurities between them and increasing
the severity and complexity of the dilemma,
therefore making the dilemma a self-fulfilling
prophecy.

South Asia remained a conflicting sphere of
influences between India and China, and the
prospects of regional security cooperation are
very bleak due to historical mistrust and
animosities (K. Mukherjee 2018). India and
China stepped up to contest the strategic
influence, particularly over the maritime
domain, in the BOB as both rising powers
sought
to
“leverage
capacity-building
cooperation with countries in the region to
secure access and a deep security relationship”
(Jha 2016). Scholars debated whether India and
China are likely to foster any traditional
security cooperation due to historical hatred and
political disagreement (Ye 2015). Chaudhury
and Basu (2016) argued that there are
resemblances in objectives and strategies of
them over exerting influences in the BOB.
Their strategies in BOB have “shared
objectives, and these underpin cooperation,
rather than competition” (Chaudhury and Basu
2016, p.157).

The core research question of this monograph is
why do India and China cooperate bilaterally
with the littoral states in the BOB over strategic
issues rather than with each other? To address
the research question, the monograph
investigates how the security dilemma has
driven India and China to prefer bilateralism
with the littorals than joint multilateral
6

initiatives over maritime strategic issues, and
also how the ‘prisoner’s dilemma’ theory
explains why non-cooperation remained the
most dominant strategies in a historical game of
security dilemma between India and China.

security dilemma to extrapolate why noncooperation and bilateralism remained the most
dominant strategy to maximize individual
gains is, therefore, an appropriate way to carry
out the research. The monograph used
interpretive analysis of the existing literature to
show how the security dilemma has limited the
prospects of bilateral cooperation with each
other but proliferated bilateralism with the
littorals. The qualitative data are derived
mostly from the existing secondary sources and
some primary sources. The secondary sources
include
academic
journals,
books,
monographs,
news
articles,
reports,
periodicals, and other scholarly sources. The
primary data sources include the government
documents such as national security/maritime
security strategy papers, governmental reports,
defence and security cooperation agreements,
memoranda, policy statements, issue briefs,
bills etc. The research questions are of why and
how in nature. As variables, Indian and
Chinese maritime strategies and policy papers,
military spending, security dialogues and their
agendas,
broader
strategies,
bilateral
cooperation agreements and engagements on
security
issues,
multilateral/institutional
approaches etc. different factors of analysis
will be researched due to nuances in strategic
dynamics of these powers. The monograph
relied on documentation as a data collection
method, an interpretive technique “where
external and internal documents, such as
memos, electronic mails, annual reports,
financial statements, newspaper articles,
webpages, may be used to cast further insight

The objective of this monograph is to look for
answers on how the maritime security dilemma
is responsible for non-cooperation and
bilateralism mentioned earlier between India
and China. The monograph aims to elucidate
why non-cooperation remains the dominant
strategy in a two-actor prisoner’s dilemma
scenario for two defensive realist states. The
monograph also aims to explain why
bilateralism is preferred with the relatively
weaker actors for the defensive realist states
like India and China to balance off each other
strategically to reduce security dilemma. The
Sino-Indian maritime security dilemma is a
vast and complex topic theoretically and
historically. The monograph does not approach
all the nuances. It extrapolates why the
dilemma has compelled them to prefer noncooperation with each other but bilateralism
with the littorals. Another focus is to deduce
why non-cooperation persists as the dominant
strategy in a dyadic security dilemma.
The monograph uses comparative case study as
a method because of “its ability to discover a
wide variety of social, cultural, and political
factors potentially related to the phenomenon
of interest that may not be known in advance”
(A. Bhattacherjee 2012, p.40). The nature of
the research problem suggests that a
comparative case study of the Sino-Indian
7

into the phenomenon of interest or to
corroborate other forms of evidence” (A.
Bhattacherjee 2012).

fifth section explains why non-cooperation
persists between these actors, followed by
another section explaining why these actors
prefer bilateralism with the littorals. The
There is scarcity in the literature regarding the
monograph concludes by drawing on the
security dilemma among the Asian nations, and
analysis from the previous sections,
more specifically on the Sino-Indian security
summarizes the future implications and future
dilemma, its causal factors, why these actors
possible avenues of research regarding the
are destined to be in the dilemma (Basrur,
Sino-Indian maritime security dilemma.
Mukherjee, and Paul 2019; Paul 2018). The
current literature address limitedly why these II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
two are in favour of bilateral cooperation with
the littorals. Despite they do not acknowledge The monograph used neorealism to assess
the existence of strategic competition but their whether the actions of India and China in the
initiatives indicate covert strategic rivalry in BOB are in accordance with states’ behaviour
the IOR (Kaya and Kılıç 2017). There is also as security seekers to logically connect why
knowledge deficits and perceptual gaps on both non-cooperation and bilateralism remain the
sides on the prospects of security cooperation prevalent strategy. Under the broader rubric of
in South Asia (K. Mukherjee 2018; Egreteau neorealism, the prisoner’s dilemma is used to
2012). Therefore, it is not only intriguing to explain the states’ behaviour and security
study how the future strategic competition dilemma as a problem of the rational actor’s
unravels between them and influences the decision-making choices. The monograph
regional security scenario in the BOB but also relied on defensive realism, a subvariant of
there is a need to study the competition more neorealism, to provide a logical explanation of
systematically. The monograph contributes why non-cooperation is preferred as the
modestly to the literature on the Sino-Indian dominant strategy due to international anarchy.
One challenge is that questions were raised
maritime security dilemma. The monograph
can be a steppingstone to study the Sino-Indian whether the variables, namely lack of intents to
do harm, mutual fear, trust deficit, and the real
strategic rivalry in other parts of the IOR.
threat or misconstrued threat perceptions, are
The second section of the monograph sheds causally being responsible for the Sino-Indian
light on the theoretical framework and security dilemma. This fails to file substantiate
methodological issues. The third section challenges against the idea that the states’
extrapolates the nature and extent of the behaviours are determined by structural or
maritime security dilemma between India and systematic factors. The overarching paradigm
China. The fourth section shows why India and of the international environment characterized
China qualify as defensive realist states. The by anarchy and insecurity ceases to exist as a
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permanent feature (Mearsheimer 2001; Waltz
2010).

actors are essentially difficult to achieve
(Glaser 1994; Grieco 1990; Grieco, Powell,
and Snidal 1993; Powell 1991).

Neorealism sees the security dilemma as
essentially a problem of relative gains in the
security realms among rational actors (Grieco
and Waltz in Lobell 2010; Grieco, Powell, and
Snidal 1993; Bin 2003; Yuan 2015; Baldwin
1993). If neither India nor China was seeking
to maximize relative power and positions to
secure themselves, they were not seeking to
expand, contain and balance. The literature
review indicated that this is not the case.
Therefore, it is useless to ask whether limited
or robust strategic engagements exist with the
littorals at respective spheres of influences.
They have resorted to power maximization to
reduce
security
competition
which
counterproductively increased the dilemma.
Schweller (1996, p.117) noted that “if all states
are relatively sure that none seeks expansion
then the security dilemma falls away”. Glaser
(1994, p.72-73) noted that “states motivated
primarily by security should not as a general
rule try to maximise their relative power”.
Their behaviours and actions contradict these
traits. Their strategies reflect the desire to
maximize relative gains and secure positions,
and thus consequential security dilemma is not
going to wither away. The variables acted as
determinants of their respective state
behaviours. Posen noted that security dilemma
is “difficult to measure and is often subjectively
appraised” (Posen 1993, p.28). The problems
of relative gains are more complicated in the
security sphere compared to economic ones,
thus the security cooperation between such two

Neorealism identifies the mutual fear, trust
deficit, misperceptions over intentions, actual
threat and its perceptions existing in interstate
relations as responsible as variables of the
Sino-Indian security dilemma. The monograph
uses this framework as it can provide
systematic answers to these variables while
maintaining scope, parsimony, logical
consistency, empirical validity, testability, and
effectiveness. Even if realism fails to explain
with these factors of analysis, neorealism
posited that the structural factors are there as
the determinants of state behaviours, which can
parsimoniously and logically explain the SinoIndian security dilemma. Neorealism explains
how the structural factors compel the
functionally alike units, but different in
distributional capabilities, to practice self-help
deterministically resulted in expressing a range
of behaviours that constrained cooperation and
produced unintended consequences (Waltz
2010; Posen 1993).
The monograph used the prisoner’s dilemma
(PD) as an analytical tool to illustrate the
possibilities of adopting beneficial policies to
promote maritime security cooperation in the
BOB. The tool exemplifies that the rational
choices ranging between games of pure
coordination and conflict (Schelling 2008). The
PD shows that between the game of pure
coordination and conflict, lies a spectrum of
numerous possibilities, that may suit Chinese
9

and Indian behaviour and corresponding
actions. When their strategic interests are
aligned, the coordinating situation emerges. In
contrast, when their interests collide, a
conflicting situation emerges. If both India and
China decide to run along with the same
conjectures, or expect the same expectations,
both are better off regarding strategic
objectives. The practical Sino-Indian security
dilemma is a pure game of conflict, where their
interests are at odds. The PD illustrates why
bilateral cooperation to map the strategic gains
as a whole in the BOB region is difficult due to
the persistent security dilemma. PD makes the
argument clear that anarchy and power politics
rendered the international organizations
ineffective “to force a state to comply with its
rulings…whether or not an international
institution is able to mitigate the security
dilemma is completely dependent on the state
responses to the results of mediation” (Cook
2019, p.58).

themselves, but ended up in looking for “more
and more power” in a ceaseless manner (Herz
1951; Glaser 1997; Tang 2010; Tang 2009,
p.594). When a state manages to improve its
power and position relatively, it is interpreted
as a relative decrease for the other, the
vulnerable state, therefore, tries to address
relative loss as a reaction (Taliaferro 2001;
Herz 1951; Jervis 2017; Booth and Wheeler
2008). Such competition makes the two
security seeking states spiral out of control and
engage in an unending cycle of power
maximization actions characterized by
unintended animosity with “no aggressive or
revisionist intent” (Tang 2010, pp.58-71; Herz
cited in Pashakhanlou 2013; Lobell 2017,
p.6660; Glaser 1997; 2010). Making oneself
secured through initiating a conflict or an act of
aggression makes a state worse off due to
security dilemma under anarchy (Jervis 2017;
Lobell 2010). Actors translate and responds the
dilemma differently, making it highly
subjective and contextual (Walt 2010). A
III. MARITIME SECURITY DILEMMA
state’s initiative to beef up its security makes
BETWEEN INDIA AND CHINA
others vulnerable and insecure and motivate the
This section discusses the scholarly debates on latter to look for countermeasures, eventually
the theoretical and causal factors of the Sino- prompts both towards cycles of tensions
Indian security dilemma, the inevitability of the spiralling out and lead often towards war. Such
dilemma.
dynamics are also evident in the Sino-Indian
maritime security dilemma.
III.A. Security dilemma
III.B. Security dilemma between India and
The term security dilemma denotes a situation
China
between two states living in the international
anarchic system, characterized by lack of Chinese and Indian defensive and offensive
intentions to do harm and mutual fear, resorted actions are characterized by complex historical
them to acquiring power as a way to secure and political enmity and the maritime dilemma
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has resulted from the lack of understanding of
each other’s intents (Collin 2019a; 2019b).
These two powers have the capacity to contain
and balance each other at their respective
spheres of influence. The Chinese arms sales
and political-economic support with megainfrastructures to the immediate Indian
neighbours are considered as efforts to make
India relatively weaker in its own sphere and to
intricate the dilemma (Paul 2015). Any
initiative from either of these in engaging their
neighbours, for instance, nuclear assistance and
arms sales to Pakistan, ‘Sinicization’ of
Pakistani navy etc., raises security concerns for
the other (Collin 2019b; Paul 2015).

dilemma is fundamentally responsible for
designing and following external balancing
strategies (S. Singh 2019). India has been able
to maintain its roles as the traditional security
provider in the IOR; while China has engaged
in infrastructural development and practised
restraints to challenge Indian roles (Kutty
2019). The asymmetric threat perceptions
influenced the dilemma in the IOR. The rivalry
can best be characterized as an external security
dilemma, this is the reason why India engaged
the South-East Asian nations as an external
balancing strategy (Kutty 2019; S. Singh
2019). A positive correlation exists between
the fierce Sino-Indian security competition and
growing Sino-Indian strategic engagements
with the littorals in the BOB (Chaudhury and
Basu 2016; Baruah and Mohan 2019).

India and China have been devising internal
and external balancing strategies to secure
respective politico-economic and security
gains (Basrur, Mukherjee, and Paul 2019).
India has improved its infrastructural and
military capabilities and forged strategic
partnerships with US, Japan and other IOR
countries as internal-external balancing
methods (Basrur, Mukherjee, and Paul 2019).
Indian fear of Chinese encirclement stemmed
from the China’s bilateralism to protect energy
and trade routes and to extend territorial
outreach through a string of pearls and BRI
(Otto 2020). China has also increased its naval
capacity and looked at Pakistan, Myanmar, Sri
Lanka etc “…to counter what it sees as the
potential threat from India and its partners” as
internal-external balancing methods to address
the Malacca Dilemma (Till 2019; Collin
2019b; 2019a; Basrur, Mukherjee, and Paul
2019, p.3). The Sino-Indian maritime security

Shifts in power structure also compel states to
be involved in security dilemma (Walt 2010).
Changes in relative distribution of power
makes rising power more opportunistic for
conquest and declining power more afraid to
wage preventive wars (Lobell 2010; Lee 2007).
Jervis, Walt and Glaser (cited in Rathbun 2007)
noted that the structural modifiers like
geography,
technology,
offence/defence
balance etc. can increase or decrease the
dilemma between major powers (Lobell 2010;
Taliaferro 2001). The 1962 Sino-Indian war is
a particular example on how geography,
technology, offense/defence balance have been
modifiers of such in increasing the security
dilemma.
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The dilemma will result in breaking out more
aggressive and frequent clashes and even war
where these powers may likely to take it into
the maritime realms (Garver 2001; Shukla
2020; Mohan 2012). Other structural modifiers
like newer technologies and geographical
features,
for
instance,
nuclear
and
transformational weapons, access options, size
of weapons, offence/defence balance, Chinese
Navy’s blue water shifts, regional port access,
‘Chicken-Neck’ feature etc. have augmented
the dilemma recently (Till 2019; Collin 2019b;
Erickson and Collins 2012). The maritime
security dilemma has directly stemmed from
the disputed land-based conflicts between them
(Collin 2019b). There has been historical
strategic anxiety over the ‘Chicken-Neck’
feature of the Siliguri Corridor, which connects
the North-eastern part with the rest of India (H.
Y. Malik 2015; Middleton 2019). Indian
strategists feared that Chinese special troops
could simply bypass and severe the Northeastern part of India (Verma 2011). Any
bilateral strategic efforts of China with Nepal,
Bangladesh, and Bhutan, therefore, produce
immense security threats for Indian territorial
integrity (Rahmati, Ali, and Kamraju 2020;
Panda 2013; H. Y. Malik 2015).

frigates, destroyers and aircraft as a military
initiative to address it. As a result, mistrust and
fear persisted among the littorals and
eventually these lead to arms race, affecting its
strategic goals and economic development
(Chen 2010).
III.C. Is the dilemma a prophecy: Are they
destined to behave in this manner?
The dilemma is not a simple one characterized
by “a straightforward competitive spiral
between adversaries” rather remained a very
complex and nuanced involving many actors
and issues (Basrur, Mukherjee, and Paul 2019;
Joshi and Mukherjee 2019). Scholars argued
that the dilemma is in fact inevitable and affect
a number of powerful actors and littorals (Paul
2018b; Basrur, Mukherjee, and Paul 2019;
Joshi and Mukherjee 2019). Their strategic
footprints have increased along with the
insecurities towards each other (Joshi and
Mukherjee 2019). The cooperation between
them is preordained and the top leadership
preferred “to veer towards prudence” (Bhaskar
2010, p.317). Offensive realists argued that the
anarchic international system, characterized by
differences in relative distribution of
capabilities, compels strong actors, while
offensive realists suggest maximizing power
and influences there defensive realists suggest
maximizing security, despite the differences in
unit level (Lobell 2010; Walt 2010). The
opportunists often receive incentives through
maximizing “power and influence at the
expense of the rival states” (Walt 2010; Lobell
2010). Gilpin (1981) argued that a positive

On the other hand, several geopolitical fears
over maritime trade and energy routes, US
presence along with its allies as a form of
strategic alliance like Quad, FOIP etc.,
maritime terrorism, piracy and transnational
organized crimes, also dominate the Chinese
Malacca Dilemma (Chen 2010). China resorted
to building newer variants of submarines,
12

correlation exists between rising power of a
state and looking for means to increase its
strategic reach in other areas. Their rising
power will make security and economic
competition fiercer for the capacity to
challenge, balance and contain each other. If
one fails to counter and balance it portrays as
gains for the other, therefore “the best way for
a state to increase its odds of survival is to
become the most powerful state” (Lobell
2010). “A mixed pattern of limited balancing
and continued economic interactions”
alongside
“long-standing
adversarial
relationships” persist between them, and South
Asian nations (Paul 2019, pp.60-61). The
dilemma is thus inevitable and not some
inadvertent phenomenon. They were destined
to be in this self-fulfilling prophecy (Bjork
2015; Holslag 2009; Garver 2001b; 2002).

In the long run, these balancing and containing
strategies will have serious strategic
repercussions for the region, for instance, more
complex and intense security competition,
arms races, escalated tensions over disputed
borders, and possibly full-fledged wars
between these two powers (Kaura 2019). The
cascading security dilemma between them
again has created the possibility of unravelling
other security dilemmas among the littorals, for
instance, a silent maritime arms race between
Bangladesh and Myanmar is already evident as
manifested recently in buying respectively
Chinese and Indian submarines, maritime
arms,
technologies,
and
cooperation
agreements (Sutton 2020; Winner 2019). The
newer types of security threats concerning
economy, environment and technology have
resulted in the creations of newer types of
security dilemmas, eventually bringing forth
the possibilities of interstate wars between
India and China over resources and political
influences (Klare 2002; Venkatshamy 2013;
Chellaney 2010; U. P. Singh 2016).

It can be inferred that China has attempted
profoundly to increase its strategic foothold in
the BOB through strong military, economic
and infrastructural ties with the littorals to
boost its subregional influence. On the other
hand, India having enjoyed a predominant
position in the BOB perceives Chinese
advances as a vigorous strategic challenge to its
sphere of influence. India has embraced a
balancing policy against China by initiating
counter-attempts to forge deeper and broader
strategic partnership with the littorals and
extra-subregional actors like the USA, Japan,
Australia, and other IOR countries. China is
also pursuing this, as a reaction, to contain
India in its sphere of influence (Joshi and
Mukherjee 2019).

There is no higher authority to check on such
behaviour, which illustrates why India and
China cooperate bilaterally with the littoral
states in the BOB over strategic issues rather
than with each other. The fear of cheating and
maximizing individual gains remains always
persistent in a prisoner’s dilemma setting. Noncooperation is preferred due to adversarial
perception, historical causes etc. factors. While
bilateralism with the littorals is preferred to
maximize their own interests to bring the
littorals under their own wings. India and China
13

are dictated by mutual fear, lack of trust, the
will to power, the necessity to maximize
relative gains etc. that have intensified the
dilemma. If they deal over strategic issues with
the littorals separately, the gap in relative
distribution of power tells that they can bring
the outcomes of negotiations in their favour; in
multilateralism, or Sino-Indian joint initiatives
it is difficult to achieve. The current literature
contributed to the causal factors and possible
regional and global implications of the
dilemma. These attempts, however, have
limited theoretical rigours to analyse the
correlations between maximization of security
and increasing severity of the dilemma, or why
the dilemma exists in the first place. The
monograph initiates an attempt to study this
gap: why the dilemma remained a selffulfilling prophecy and why these powers were
destined to prefer bilateralism and noncooperation as the dominant strategy.

Lynn-Jones 1995). Grieco (1990), on
characteristics of a defensive realist state, noted
that states are not essentially aggressive actors
and want to avoid relative losses from shifts in
relative ranking and position. However,
defensive realists did not claim the withering
away of conflict, it is a necessity for a state to
ensure security from the acts of an aggressor
(Lobell 2010). The international system does
compel a state to acquire enough power to just
secure itself. The desire to security, according
to defensive realists, is positively correlated to
maintaining the status quo. Defensive realist
states seek balancing over bandwagoning
(Lobell 2010). Defensive realists noted that
excessive power-seeking tendency produces
counterproductive outcomes and deviates
states from the primary objective- ensuring
security (Lobell 2010; Tang 2010; Waltz
2010). Such deviation might produce
incentives but these are sporadic in nature not
endemic throughout the system (Lobell 2010).
There is a risk that such tendency may trigger
countermeasures and either the survival of the
power-seeking state becomes questionable or
the risks outweigh gains (Grafov 2019). Snyder
noted in this regard, “offensive military
capabilities and plans raised the stakes to an allout contest for survival” (cited in Snyder and
Lieber 2008, p.178). Defensive realists,
however, acknowledge the trap of security
dilemma that compels security seeking states to
be in a perpetual arms race and struggle for
power through “reciprocal cycles of action and
reaction” (Acharya and Ramsay 2013;
Blazevic 2012, p.80). This is not some self-

IV. INDIA AND CHINA AS DEFENSIVE
REALIST STATES
Defensive realism departs from classical and
offensive realism, another subvariant of
neorealism, in conceiving power as a means to
achieve security, not something which is to be
sought for its own sake, or simply put not an
end in itself (Elman and Jensen 2014).
Defensive realism posited that anarchy
compels states to seek an appropriate amount
of power in a manner that is necessary for them
just to protect and defend through moderate and
restrained policies (Taliaferro 2001; Tang
2010; Jervis 1979; Van Evera 2013; 1998;
14

contradictory tendency, but a self-imposed
reality (Schweller 1996).

of global hegemonic domination in losing
material resources and manpower due to
imperial overstretch. India, and China are not
India and China are defensive realist states and
in favour of changing the system, either the
are characterized “as security seekers rather
global or regional one, if incentives or profits
than power seekers” which are “highly
exceed the losses. Their actions are rather
conscious of relative gains” (Yuan 2015,
cautious of being affected by the problem of
p.172). Tang’s (2008) social evolutionary
imperial overstretch, and indicative of
approach
showed
China’s
gradual
preventing the counterparts through selective
transformation of an offensive realist state to a
engagements and maintain the relative power
defensive realist one, and his argument refuted
and status quo in the BOB, not overhauling it.
the possibility of reverting to offensive realism.
Jalil’s (2019) findings also showed China as a Paul (2015) argued that Chinese nuclear and
defensive realist state. Ahlawat and Hughes military assistance to Pakistan is aimed to
also (2018) claimed India as a defensive realist balance India’s rise in South Asia as a great
power. The competition between India and power. Indian nuclear capability poses
China indicate that their nature of engagements challenges to the Chinese pre-eminence in the
in the BOB, is not reflective of maximizing Asian continent and the Chinese decision to
power in an unlimited manner through contain and balance India politically and
hegemony and domination. Even, beyond the militarily is guided by the desire to address the
BOB region, their actions are not indicative of relative loss of power and position of China
assuming the role of a global hegemon. Both (Paul 2015). To further counter the rise of
are vying to check each other’s relative India, Paul (2015) argued that China is
influences in the BOB through strategic extending political and military supports to the
engagements with the littorals. While China is regimes bordering India and pursuing policies
advancing through OBOR, and other bilateral that would prove India is failing to protect its
initiatives with the littorals to challenge the regional hegemony. Chinese military support
regional hegemony of India in its traditional and overwhelming arms sales to Indian
sphere of influence, there India is advancing neighbours proves this point (J. M. Malik
with Security and Growth for All in the Region 2001). Chinese assertiveness in the IOR is
(SAGAR), Act West policy, FOIP, and other essentially connected “to China’s security
bilateral and multilateral initiatives with the dilemma over its access to SLOCs west of the
East and South-East Asian countries to re- Strait of Malacca”, a fear that stemmed from
establish its influence in BOB and IOR and blocking the chokepoints to restrict or deny
countering Chinese regional hsegemony in “access to its trade and energy routes in the
Chinese traditional sphere of influence. Gilpin IOR” (Chaudhury and Basu 2016; T.
(cited in Lobell 2017) also recognizes the costs Mukherjee 2020). Scholars showed that China
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has similar problems of security dilemma with
its neighbours over the South China sea and it
was suggested to follow defensive realist paths
to ensure “security, cooperation and
conciliation in order to best promote the
improvement of relations” (Blazevic 2012,
p.79). Zheng (2006) noted that the rise of China
will intensify competition with its neighbours
in the Asia-Pacific region. Therefore, the
Chinese presence in the BOB and IOR through
OBOR is an instrument to diversify trade and
connectivity, as well as to contain and balance
India in its traditional sphere of influence. Paul
(2015) showed that the Sino-Indian security
dilemma has produced counterproductive
results for China as it moved towards Pakistan
to contain and balance against India. Paul
argued, “…Thus, China's policies in South
Asia may well be working against China's own
interest by making India stronger militarily and
economically, while also encouraging New
Delhi to forge a balance of power coalition with
the United States” (2015, p.181). On the other
hand, India also possesses such capacity,
possibly alongside Japan, to challenge the
regional hegemony of China in East and SouthEast Asia. Therefore, as a defensive realist
state, India is also exploring avenues like
Quadrilateral Security Dialogue or Quad, FOIP
to contain and balance China in its traditional
sphere of influence (Szechenyi et al. 2018).

V. NON-COOPERATION BETWEEN
INDIA AND CHINA: A THEORETICAL
EXPLANATION
This section provides a theoretical explanation
to extrapolate that the non-cooperation persists
as the most dominant strategy in this type of
dyadic security dilemma. They prefer unilateral
security maximization initiatives to cater to
national self-interests. The prisoner’s dilemma
illustrates that the international anarchic
system does not guarantee the mechanisms to
address the factors inhibiting cooperation and
reduce the fear of cheating in a game of
prisoner’s dilemma.
Cooperation in the international system has
been one of the core problems of international
politics. Game theory studies that cooperation
in general, and arms race and security dilemma
in particular remained a classic problem in
international politics. The prisoner’s dilemma,
a subvariant of game theory, has been
extensively used to analyse how strategic
interactions in the international system creates
incentives or disincentives for countries to
engage into arms race and intricates the
possibilities of mitigating security dilemma. In
any prisoner’s dilemma game, actors always
determine catering to self-interests to
maximize personal gains (Peterson 2015;
Poundstone 1993). Non-cooperation, thus,
influences the actors’ decision to reduce
security dilemma. Non-cooperation remains
always a dominant strategy over Cooperation
as the actors realize higher gains by playing
policy of Non-cooperation (Bermúdez 2013).
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The Sino-Indian security dilemma represents a
classic scenario where both are reluctant to
cooperate bilaterally regarding maritime
security issues in the BOB. Both are reluctant
to arrive at bilateral security cooperation even
though they recognize that they would benefit
from doing so. Prisoner’s dilemma is useful for
deriving on a rational explanation of the SinoIndian security dilemma, as both are frustrated
at each other to conclude mutually beneficial
strategic agreements.

choices: each can go for bilateral/multilateral
strategic cooperation in the BOB, which we
may simply name ‘Cooperation’, or each can
cater to protect self-interests by separately
engaging with the littorals, which we may call
‘Non-cooperation’.
The previous section tells us that both China
and India do not cooperate regarding the
adoption of initiatives for multilateral security
cooperation policies which is beneficial for the
BOB maritime security scenario as a dominant
strategy, at least not possible due to the absence
of policy-enhancing institutions in the BOB.
Both cooperate bilaterally with the littorals to
reap personal gains, which is not an optimal
maritime security environment. This scenario
with actors with two policy choices results in a
matrix:

Suppose both India and China are engaged to
design an outcome that each prefers the status
quo in their own favour. In the absence of a
mechanism that forces them, would they
conclude a bilateral maritime security
agreement in the BOB? In the prisoner’s
dilemma both have two policy/strategy

China
Cooperation
India

Cooperation
Non-cooperation

(x, x)
(y, 0)

Non-Cooperation
(0, y)
(G)
(L)
(y/2, y/2)
(L)
(L)

Table: The Sino-Indian security dilemma and maritime security cooperation
Each box in this matrix represents a strategy
scenario, and these combinations indicate
certain results. The upper-left corner of each
box indicates individual gains that accrue to
both India and China, where y >x>y/2>0. The
lower-right corner of each box indicates the
gains to the Bay of Bengal region as a whole,
where G>L. When both India and China agree
to adopt a policy of maritime security
cooperation, the gains for the BOB region are

maximized, as depicted in the upper-left green
box of the table. It is assumed that the number
of rents is fixed at any certain point in time for
India and China for following non-cooperation
and catering to self-interested objectives in the
BOB. If caters to self-interested goals, the
gains go to that particular country, represents
orange boxes of the matrix. When both India
and China cater to their respective selfinterested objectives, the gains are distributed
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between these countries and each of these
actors gets a gain of y/2, as represented in the
bottom-right box shaded in red. This matrix
tells us that the maritime strategic environment
involving these two actors have numerous
possibilities, for instances, driving towards
adopting a broad strategic policy involving
other actors in the region (a game of
Cooperation), defect and push off each other
and be involved with security agreement with
other actors separately (a game of Noncooperation).

measures to name few. Both of them
gain in such a situation.
B. Cooperation/Non-cooperation: India
does not increase its strategic presence
in the BOB region, does not sell arms
and equipment to the littorals; but
China does and engages in strategic
partnership with the littorals and
increases its foothold in the BOB
region. India loses while China gains in
this situation.
C. Non-cooperation/Non-cooperation:
Both increase their respective presence
in the region to set off each other’s
influences and engages in separate
bilateral strategic cooperation with the
littorals through selling arms and
equipment to the littorals, essentially
further inflating the Sino-Indian
security dilemma. Both divide the gains
between themselves in this case.

Of these probable outcomes in the strategy
combination spectrum and corresponding
outcomes, the description follows a clockwise
pattern starting from the top-left box.
Conventionally, the policy preference for row
actor (India) is set to choose the first; and the
policy preference for column actor (China) is
set to choose the second. Therefore, if the
policy
combination
is
denoted
as
Cooperation/Non-Cooperation, it means that
the row actor, India, has chosen the strategy to
cooperate; while the column actor has defected
and chosen the strategy of not to cooperate.
Four outcomes for both India and China, from
the matrix, are elaborated as follows:

D. Non-cooperation/Cooperation: India
increases its presence in the BOB
region through selling arms and
equipment to the littorals and engages
in strategic partnership with the
littorals, but China does not do so and
lose its foothold in the region. India
gains while China loses here.

A. Cooperation/Cooperation: Both take
measures to eradicate the security
dilemma. They involve in joint
maritime security drills, enter into
bilateral security cooperation on
information sharing, reduce the arms
race
and
hostilities
involving
multilateral initiatives with the littorals
etc., and other confidence-building

In order to determine how both of these actors
prefer these outcomes in a comparative
manner, the policy options are ranked into the
following order in terms of gaining most out of
these strategic combinations for India (here
‘greater than sign’, > means ‘is preferred to’):
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Noncooperation/Cooperation>Cooperation/Coo
peration>Non-cooperation/Noncooperation > Cooperation/Noncooperation

•

India
still
gains
from
Noncooperation/Non-cooperation strategy
but less than the previous scenario.
Here both actors involve in a bilateral
arms race through selling arms and
equipment to the littorals independently
of each other and creates a deeper
dependence. This is also a win-win
situation for the actors since the
individual gains are divided. However,
it does not produce any positive
outcome (L) for the BOB as a whole, it
ushers in mutual distrust and tension
and complicates the security dilemma
further.

•

India
gains
nothing
from
Cooperation/Non-cooperation since it
does not increase presence and lose, on
the other end China defects and
increases its relative power through
arms and equipment sales to the littorals
independently increasing dependence
on the latter power. This creates a Sinocentric hegemony in the BOB region.
This is a lose-win situation for the
actors. The overall gains for the region
(L) as a whole are not maximized in this
scenario.

The hierarchies of these preferences are
discussed as follows:
•

•

India defects and gains most security
out of Non-cooperation/Cooperation
scenario. Here it pushes off the Chinese
presence with its bilateral strategic
cooperation
with
the
littorals,
furthering Indian pre-eminence and
dependence. China does not increase its
presence and lose. This creates an Indocentric hegemony in the region. This
produces a win-lose outcome for the
actors. This scenario is not beneficial
for the maritime security scenario
holistically since collective gain (L) is
not maximized.
India
gains
less
from
Cooperation/Cooperation
scenario
compared to the previous one. Both
India and China have to sacrifice some
of their self-interested individual gains
and move away from seeking security
unilaterally. Here China and India
move in collaboration with the littorals
in reducing the security dilemma. A
precarious balance exists in SinoIndian dependence on the littorals. It is
a win-win situation for both. The
overall gains (G) for the region as a
whole are maximized in this scenario.

Therefore, India’s most desirable policy
outcome is unchecked hegemony in the
absence of Chinese presence, where India
enjoys complete access to maritime security
sectors of the littorals of the BOB. The secondbest policy outcome for India is joint bilateral
access to the maritime security sectors of the
littorals to reduce arms race and security
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dilemma, which is a better option than having
separate access to the maritime security sectors
of the littorals where the intention is to
counterbalance each other’s influences. India’s
worst policy outcome is experiencing Chinese
hegemony go unchecked in the region since
Chinese strategic assistance to Pakistan, Nepal,
Bhutan,
Myanmar,
Bangladesh
that
destabilizes the balance in strategic modifiers,
i.e. technology, geographical features, nuclear
capabilities etc. and consequentially augments
Indian insecurities (Moore 2010; Collin 2019b;
2019a; Paul 2015; 2018; 2019b).

India and China play the game with an aim to
gain the most vis-à-vis each other. The policy
of Non-cooperation dominates the decisions of
these actors. An explanation on why Noncooperation remains the dominant strategy
decision may be outlined by going through the
policy responses of India to the Chinese policy
choices. Suppose China plays the policy of
Cooperation. Now, if India decides to play
Cooperation as a response to that, India
receives its second-best preferred outcome
(Cooperation/Cooperation). However, if India
plays the policy of Non-cooperation as a
response to Chinese Cooperation, India
receives its most preferred result (Noncooperation/Cooperation). Therefore, if China
decides to go with Cooperation, the best Indian
response as a strategy- the policy which returns
the highest personal gains- is Non-cooperation.

The same rules apply to China as there is
symmetry in the prisoner’s dilemma (Campbell
1989; Bicchieri and Green 1997). China faces
the exact same conditions. China’s gains are
therefore identical to those of India with a
change in the notation of the strategy
combinations. Like India, China’s most
desirable policy outcome is unchallenged
access to the maritime security sectors of the
littorals, but for China, this policy choice is
Cooperation/Non-cooperation. China’s least
preferred policy choice is to accept India’s
unrestricted hegemony to go unchallenged in
the BOB, which for China the policy outcome
is Non-cooperation/Cooperation. Therefore,
China’s payoff order is identical to India’s
payoff order, with the only exception is least
and most desired policy outcomes are
interchanged as follows:

Now, what if China decides to choose Noncooperation as a strategy. If India responded
with Cooperation, it gets the least desired
outcome (Cooperation/Non-cooperation). If
the Indian response is Non-cooperation, it gets
the second-least desired outcome (Noncooperation/Non-cooperation). Thus, if China
plays Non-cooperation, the best Indian
response is to go with Non-cooperation.
In all the scenarios, it is evident that Noncooperation dominates over Cooperation as a
policy option: Non-cooperation fulfils more
security objectives for India compared to
Cooperation regardless of the strategy that
China plays. Since it is a symmetric game,
Non-cooperation also remains the dominant
strategy for China. When both the actors play

Cooperation/Noncooperation>Cooperation/Cooperation>No
n-cooperation/Non-cooperation>Noncooperation/Cooperation
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the dominant strategy Non-cooperation, the
outcomes generated from the game remains
always the same: India and China both play
Non-cooperation and the outcomes are always
Non-cooperation/Non-cooperation. Both India
and China push off each other and retain
separate dealings with the littorals for arms and
equipment sales, hence the arms race and
security dilemma persists.

diplomatic manoeuvres to engage the littorals
with their broader strategies, increased arms
sales, signed security cooperation agreements,
sent off their naval units for patrolling and joint
drills in the BOB as means of containing and
balancing each other. These initiatives were
taken as instruments to improve their relative
power and position vis-à-vis each other. But
such efforts have merely increased their
insecurities and augmented the maritime
security dilemma. To understand how India
and China, as defensive realist states, are trying
to shift the strategic balance in their favour, it
is essential to focus our attention on few
phenomena as factors of analysis: recent key
person’s visits or high-level bilateral
diplomatic manoeuvres with the littorals, arms
sales and security cooperation agreements,
recent patrolling and joint naval drills in the
BOB, and how the littorals are incorporated
into their broader strategies.

VI. BILATERALISM WITH THE
LITTORALS
This section explains why both these actors
prefer bilateralism with the littorals, and how
non-cooperation with each other is logically
connected with this behaviour. Their
behaviours and actions reflect their aims to
increase their relative power and positions to
achieve security in the BOB. Neither of them is
vying for the position of global hegemony.
Their actions do not provide justification for
being mindless, unlimited power maximizing
states motivated by conquest and/or
expansionist foreign policy in the BOB
maritime domain. Both these powers are more
“concerned with minimum security than with
maximum power, but their behaviour/policy
affects each other's threat perceptions and
policy responses” (Yuan 2015, p.172; Johnston
1999; Bajpai 1998). One’s search for security
automatically translated as security concerns
for the other. Their selective and limited level
of engagements with the littorals in the BOB
suggests that regional hegemons block great
powers at each other’s own locales through
containing and balancing. Both India and
China have resorted to extending their

In the last decade, the littorals experienced
robust diplomatic attention from both India and
China. For instance, Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Home Minister Rajnath Singh,
and Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar visited
Bangladesh. Scholars argued that the visits
were made to catch up with the growing strong
diplomatic relations between China and
Bangladesh. This is to be noted here that
Bangladeshi Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina
visited China in 2014 and 2019, and Chinese
President Xi Jinping visited Bangladesh in
2016. The other littorals also experienced more
of like these overlapping visits recently. These
visits indicate that both India and China have
strong interests in subregional affairs and want
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the littorals on their sides in future. Several
multilateral strategic approaches like the USJapan’s FOIP, China’s OBOR, India’s Act East
Policy and SAGAR, and Australia’s Look
West policy are gaining traction due to
renewed strategic and economic significances
of the BOB (Chaudhury and Chatterji 2019).
The growing interdependence and influence of
the extra-regional actors in the BOB are
creating tensions manifested as “competition
and conflict at sea” (Banerjee 2018, p.6).
Broadly speaking these strategies are game
plans to advance respective interests and to
counter others in the BOB and IOR region.
These have some rhetorical ramifications as
well to communicate with the concerned actors
that their keen interests are in the region and
through these strategies, they are going to
control the key locations for their benefit.

Beijing supplying over 80 percent of its arms
imports over the past decade” (The Diplomat
2017). As soon as the news of the submarine
sale broke out, the Indian Defence Minister
Manohar Parrikar and a few days later, Indian
Army Chief General Bipin Rawat made a
surprise visit to Bangladesh. The Indian
security experts called the initiative “a ploy to
increase the Chinese footprint in a friendly
neighbour and part of a strategy meant to
encircle India” (Mahmud 2019). Scholars
argue that an overwhelming number of Chinese
arms are sold to the neighbours of India as a
means to support the regimes in those nations
and to challenge the rise of India in South Asia
(J. M. Malik 2001; Paul 2015). In other words,
these have deeper implications, by helping with
arms sales China wants to let India know that a
forward-backward
linkage
has
been
established and in future, these littorals will tilt
to China for further training, arms supply,
technical knowhow of the modern equipment’s
etc. This will eventually help to shape the
respective military strategies and doctrine, in
the end in modernizing the armed forces by
Chinese
contributions.
The
capacity
development and armed forces modernization,
needless to say, will help the littorals to achieve
their goals regarding maritime security and
blue economy.

To illustrate this nature of extending influence
and shifting the balance, a few examples are
worth noting here. Jha (2016) shows a naval
arms race already visible between Bangladesh
and Myanmar after boundary dispute
resolutions and amid the Rohingya refugee
crisis. The US, India, and China are competing
to modernize the military capacities of these
countries due to the new reality (Anas 2020).
China remained the prime arms supplier for
Bangladesh historically. China supplied two
Type-035G Ming-class submarines, two exJianghu-III Chinese frigates, two 1,350 tonne
Type 056 corvettes to Bangladesh recently,
another two will be supplied in future (Jha
2016). “Between 2011 and 2015 Bangladesh
was the second-largest recipient of Chinese
arms in the world (following Pakistan), with

The recent arms trade between Bangladesh and
China shows that India is not happy about the
deals. The submarine deals were negatively
received by India and seen “as part of a strategy
meant to encircle India” (Raghuvanshi 2016).
Bangladesh is also building a permanent base
for stationing and servicing the two Chinese
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submarines with Chinese help (Mahmud
2019). Technological know-how and trainings
of the naval officials are also going to be
facilitated by China. Indian security experts did
not receive this move very cordially and think
such initiative at the Indian strategic backwater
has ramifications for destabilizing the strategic
balance in China’s favour.

quadrilateral naval exercises in the IOR with its
maritime partners, the US, Japan, and Australia
and undertake expansive maritime relations
with the littorals in the IOR. It must take a
holistic view of the current developments and
bolster naval partnerships in an attempt to get
the friendly littorals into a security grid”.
On the other hand, India reached out to
Myanmar and Bangladesh very recently for
deeper
military-security
cooperation.
Myanmar Navy “has opted for Indian sonars
for its principal surface combatants even as
China is helping Bangladesh to set up a
submarine arm” (Jha 2016). India decided to
improve economic, diplomatic and strategic
relations with Myanmar and provided with
surveillance equipment, naval air-defence
guns, two BN-2 Defender maritime
surveillance aircrafts in 2007, and plans to
further supply “T 55 tanks, artillery guns, radar,
assault rifles, light machine guns and
ordnance” (Bedi 2007). In 2019, India and
Myanmar signed a defence cooperation
agreement “to deepen military-to-military ties
in the areas of training, maritime security, and
joint surveillance” (Panda 2019). Myanmar
received an INS Sindhuvir submarine in 2020,
and Advanced Light Torpedo (TAL) Shyena in
2019, after Bangladesh and Thailand decided
to buy Chinese submarines (K. Bhattacherjee
2020). This has ushered in an era of silent
submarine race among the littorals in the BOB
(Sutton 2020). The Chinese and Indian sides
are meeting the supply sides of the race, and
also increasing their security dilemma in doing
so. Another facet of shifting balance and
containing the extra-subregional powers is the

To the much irate of India, China sent off its
submarines and boats in “Sittwe, Myanmar;
Hambantota, Sri Lanka; Gwadar, Pakistan;
Mombasa, Tanzania; Djibouti and Mauritius”
in recent years (Mahmud 2019). Such strong
assertiveness has been seen as an “unfolding
strategic Great Game and the dynamics of the
balance of power in the region” (Ghosh 2015).
India fears this will create a dependency and
forward-backward linkage between China and
other littorals in the BOB, offsetting Indian
strategic presence in its traditional strategic
backwater (Mahmud 2019). Jha (2016) argued,
“…Bangladesh’s submarine pool will allow
China to extend its sensor net into the BOB,
besides enabling it to gather the information
that would prove useful for its own submarine
operations.” India fears the building and
controlling ports by China could legally or
virtually be used as a stating base for Chinese
naval ships and submarines operating in the
IOR (Abi-Habib 2018; Patrick 2018;
Chaudhury and Basu 2016).
To address this assertive position by China to
change the balance in its favour, scholars
suggest India take countermeasures. For
instance, Ghosh (2015) argued, “…at the
strategic level, India must encourage
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more frequent organizing of joint naval
military exercises in the BOB for developing
interoperability. India and Sri Lanka recently
organized such one off the Vizag port in
Andhra Pradesh in 2019 (Hindustan Times
2019). In the same year, India-Bangladesh
Coordinated Patrol has commenced in the
northern BOB (The New Indian Express 2019).
These developments are indicative of good
neighbourhood policy and understanding of
common threats and good security relations
with the littorals to dilute deepening Chinese
presence and dependence in the BOB
(Samaranayake 2012; Bedi 2007).

India and China are primarily preoccupied with
their respective strategic ambitions in the BOB,
the primary aim of which is to contain and
balance each other. The analysis here indicates,
bilateral tensions are still evident in the region
and the maritime domain is a source of
vulnerability for most regional countries and a
potential “springboard for aggressive maritime
endeavour” (Till cited in Bateman and Ho
2012, p.308). The greatest maritime challenge
faced by the region is the prospect of interstate
conflict at sea. Both are using respective navies
in a traditional Mahanian manner to project
power and influence (Bateman 2012). “The
capabilities being acquired by regional navies
are not to deal with NSTs but are rather for
conventional warfare” (Bateman 2012, p.307).

The implications of these arms sales, security
agreements, sending the ships and submarines,
joint exercises etc. bilateral and multilateral
steps mean both India and China want to create
a strong presence around the key strategic
locations in the region, signals dependency
with the littorals, forges stronger diplomatic
relations with regard to equipment supply,
trainings, information gathering and sharing
etc. issues on common threats for their own
benefits and to contain each other. These will
shape the military doctrines and security
narratives and military closeness in the long
run. Apart from simply increasing presence,
controlling key strategic locations, and letting
each other know about their respective strategic
ambitions, these acts will have far-reaching
ramifications on public diplomacy on the
littorals as well. During the times of distresses,
the littorals will move towards either of them,
or hedge between them. These will have
spillover impacts on other areas as well, like
trade, investment, connectivity etc.

Thus, the Sino-Indian security dilemma stays at
the heart of the research problem: bilateral noncooperation with each other but bilateralism
with the littorals over strategic issues in the
BOB. They took up a few initiatives being
defensive realist states as instruments to
improve relative power and position to achieve
security. These turned out to be
counterproductive and merely increased their
vulnerabilities and eventually the severity of
the dilemma. The presence of mutual fear, trust
deficit, misperceptions over intentions, actual
threat and its perceptions formulates the core of
the Sino-Indian maritime security dilemma in
the BOB (Acharya and Ramsay 2013; Kydd
2007), which has been explained by a classic
variant of game theory(Acharya and Ramsay
2013; Kydd 2007) in the previous section.
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

India, security of state and public order” (The
Government of India 2020). India has also
revised its FDI policy to restrict Chinese
investments in India (Dogra 2020). Yuan
argued that the Sino-Indian security dilemma
would compel both “into an economically
costly, geopolitically destabilizing, and
militarily risky arms competition” (2015,
p.173). The costly arms races between them
will be transcended upon the littorals as well.
Already a cascading security dilemma,
stemming directly from the Sino-Indian
security dilemma, is visible between
Bangladesh and Myanmar as they have
resorted to beef up their maritime military
capacities. The frequencies of border clashes
between China and India have increased and
both sides suffered heavy losses recently. The
region will see a renewed rise of tensions and
extended conflicts between these two major
powers and other weaker actors as well.

The Sino-Indian security dilemma cannot be
repudiated, theoretically and practically as it
exists between two defensive realist states,
which also implies that these powers are
essentially seeking security. The geopolitical
competition has influenced India and China to
proliferate increasing military capabilities and
design new alliances fostering in augmenting
the dilemma. The Sino-Indian security
dilemma has become a self-fulfilling prophecy
like any other dyadic security dilemma (Bjork
2015; Holslag 2009; Garver 2001b; 2002). The
monograph showed that there is an inevitable
security dilemma between India and China in
the BOB due to several geopolitical factors. In
order to exploit these, they have been taking
security maximization initiatives. The anarchic
international structure rendered the maritime
security cooperation between them difficult in
the BOB. Even though they would be better-off
from cooperation and limiting the security
maximization initiatives, both engaged in arms
races since there is no guarantee that they will
comply with the provisions of bilateral
maritime security agreements. The prisoner’s
dilemma highlighted the weakness in the
international system that affect interdependent
strategic interactions.

The future areas of research include but are not
limited to mitigating the severity of the
maritime security dilemma between India and
China. The smaller actors usually hedge
between such powerful interests (Lim and
Mukherjee 2019). In future, the littorals will
find it extremely difficult to strike a delicate
balance between these two rising powers since
the severity of the Sino-Indian security
dilemma is increasing. The future researches
also need to concentrate on the perspectives
and how the limited agential powers of the
littorals are fitted within this complicated
security dilemma.

The non-cooperation and rivalry will not be
limited to only security areas. It will cascade
into other areas, i.e. trade, investment, and
connectivity. Recently India has blocked a
number of Chinese apps termed as “prejudicial
to sovereignty and integrity of India, defence of
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